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GREAT FOOD
GREAT SERVICE
GREAT ATMOSPHERE
GREAT GUESTS

BRG GIFT CARDS MAKE
THE PERFECT GIFT!
(FOR GIFT CARD PURCHASES OVER $200
GET AN EXTRA 10% FREE)

Thank you for voting us best casual
dining restaurant six years in a row!

Call Ahead Seating Available

LEESBURG:
955 Edward’s Ferry Road, Leesburg, VA 20176 • 703-669-5505
BRAMBLETON: 22865 Brambleton Plaza, Brambleton, VA 20148 • 703-327-1047
ASHBURN:
44065 Ashburn Shopping Plaza, Ashburn, VA 20147 • 703-729-0100

brgrill@aol.com
www.brgrill.com

21593 Jesse Court, Dulles, VA 20166
Ph. 703.404.8800 • Fax 703.404.2232
www.DullesGolf.com
Conveniently located 4 miles North of Dulles
Airport behind Sam’s Club and Walmart. 1
block from Atlantic Blvd. & Severn Way.

Enjoy Delicious New England
Style Seafood!
Lansdowne
Ashburn
South Riding
19308 Promenade Drive 44260 Ice Rink Plaza 25031 Riding Plaza #150
Leesburg, VA 20176 #101 Ashburn, VA 20147 Chantilly, VA 20152
571.333.1301
571.918.4092
703.542.7520

Our Mission:
We are a full service communications design company
specializing in graphics, marketing, digital printing and mail
services housed in one location. Partnering with medium to
large clients interested in expanding their market share or
refreshing their current efforts, our diversified portfolio of
solutions supports our clients in achieving their goals.
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BUSINESS NEWS

Should you tell your boss
that you're job hunting?

“All missteaks in this
publicashun are put
their for the benefit of
those whom look for
such things.”
Virginia Grant.
gammag editor

E

veryone considers leaving their current job
at some point. In fact, according to CNN,
millennials will average four job changes
before the age of 32. Those 40-year career
employees are probably extinct.
So everyone looks, but what do you tell
your employer, if anything, when the hunt
becomes serious? Telling an employer that
you want a new job forces the boss to plan to
do without you sooner or later. Remember, it
could be sooner.

With that in mind, here are
a few things to consider.
According to Inc. magazine, assess the
situation first. The standard advice is not to
tell the employer until there is an acceptance
letter in hand, but there are times when it is
okay to share. If you like your company, but
you are leaving anyway, you could help the
transition by telling the boss you are looking.
How will the employer take this? No one
is indispensable. No one is irreplaceable. But
the boss might compete to keep you, so that
could be one benefit of telling. Look at how
the boss handled the last employee who left.
That will be your best indicator. If they didn't
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respond with anger and negative punishments
and there is a great personal relationship,
then it might make a case for being open with
communication. When they are in the know,
they will have the opportunity to help in the
transition or even serve as a reference for the
new job, if necessary.
If you decide not to tell the boss, then
Forbes highlights a few things to be mindful
of during a secret search.

Keep up appearances:
Don't change behavior in such a way as to
tip someone off. Keep your performance
high. Don't use the company email or other
resources to send resumes. Maintain your
usual dress and manner.

Don't tell others.
In most cases, telling one person might as
well be telling the entire office. So, don't do
it. Don't use any co-workers or managers as a
reference unless there is an excellent reason.

If the boss finds out, own up.
If confronted by a suspicious boss, it is not
the time to lie. It could lead to future bad
references or other negative consequences.
Just tell the truth
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What to expect from
working at a startup

Not that long ago, the birth of the
World Wide Web

I

Start-ups are glamorous and working
for one confers just a bit of the sparkle
and some fantastic opportunities.

f you can't image the world without
the Web, just remember that in human
years, the World Wide Web hasn't
even broken 30 yet. According to
TechSpot, the World Wide Web started
March 12, 1989, when Tim Berners-Lee
penned a paper that proposed a way
to use computers to connect university
researchers so that they could share
information more easily around the
world. In 1990, the first website went live
on Tim's computer and only existed to
describe the features of the web and how
people could use it for themselves. This
simple plain-text page evolved into the
multimedia-driven Web of today.

That is, if the company performs well.
The problem is nine out of 10 start-ups
fail, according to Forbes. About 42 percent
of them fail because no one wants their
product. That is something to ask yourself
before you jump on board at start-up.

If it does go well,
there will be benefits:
Getting in on the ground floor:

Many important milestones have been reached over the years, and CNN
highlights many companies and services as they popped up. Although some
are still very much alive and kicking, others have faded into history. Here are
some of the big ones:
1993: AOL starts sending their famous free software in the mail on CDs.
There are 130 websites in existence at this time.
1995: Amazon.com launches as an online bookstore.
1997: Google.com is registered, and over one million websites are created.
1999: Napster, the first popular peer-to-peer file sharing service changes
the way people think about music.
2003-2005: Myspace launches and quickly becomes the biggest social
network in the world. Facebook and YouTube launch in the next two
years and start their climb.
2013: By this year, it is estimated that 2.7 billion people are able to access the
internet worldwide.
The most striking feature of the World Wide Web is that ordinary people
have been able to create their own content from the beginning. As BizTech
magazine points out, GeoCities launched in 1995 and allowed users to host
their own website for free. Today the web provides people access to the people,
places, and events of the world that was once unimaginable.

Great summer for air travel

According to Bloomberg, this summer has turned out to be one of the best
for cheap air travel in more than a decade. Jet fuel costs have been at 12year lows and airlines have responded by cutting ticket prices. According to
the International Air Transport Association, the first quarter of 2017 saw
worldwide air travel rates drop 10 percent from over a year ago. Airlines
have added extra flights, such as discounted red-eyes.

According to Fast Company, that means
opportunities. One person might be
hired as a content writer, but quickly
end up becoming the content manager
responsible for all aspects of writing,
editing, and publishing as the company
grows. In an established business, this
sort of advancement might take years.
And, by the way, a little equity in a
skyrocketing start-up has created more
than one millionaire.

Working with innovators:
Entrepreneurs approach problems
differently and are motivated by a strong
passion for their ideas and products
which can be a great source of inspiration
and knowledge.

Being part of the creation: According

to Inc. magazine, start-ups expect
employees to pour heart and soul into
the company – working long hours and
not expecting extra compensation. This is
because most start-ups need everything
and can't afford anything. It's "all hands
on deck" for long hours and lower-thannormal pay. Having a personal life might
be out the window if there is a new
product launching on a deadline. Also,
start-ups are usually only about six to 12
months away from getting shut down and
are constantly on the search for future
capital to keep the doors open.
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Do You Need a Real Estate
Strategy for Your Company?

“Always bear in
mind that your own
resolution to succeed
is more important
than any other.”
Abraham Lincoln,
16th president of the
United States

By Dale Hoxie

Principal Broker of Barrett Industries
Commercial Real Estate Division, Inc.

D

oes your company have a real estate
strategy? If so, does your company’s real
estate strategy enhance your profits?
Most business these days is fast-paced. Your
customers need their requirements satisfied
anywhere within one day to one week. Your
company is geared up on a daily basis to
meet those requirements successfully. In all
probability, the company motto, the corporate
culture and even the personalities of those you
hire reflect a “can do” and quick paced business
attitude. This attitude is one of the reasons why
the company has survived competition, grown
its customer base and become profitable.
Your company is a success. So what’s the big
deal about a real estate strategy? When you
need space, it’s simple. You or a colleague drive
around in your market area, call some phone
numbers on a few listing signs, tour a few
warehouse or office spaces, agree on a rent rate
and a few other lease terms, run it past your
attorney (hopefully) and then sign the lease.
It’s all done in about three-four weeks, maybe
even sooner. Really, what’s so complicated
about that?
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Fast real estate
decisions without an
overall strategic view
of current and future
operations limit your
company’s flexibility.
The changing
economic forces in
today’s marketplace
demand flexibility
which can result in smoother operations
during peak load periods. Flexibility in the
work place enables a greater capability for
diversity of services. The building systems
themselves can even provide flexibility
whether bidding on government contracts or
saving on insurance and utility expenses. Plan
strategically and then move quickly to seize
opportunities.

Peak Load Periods: Most companies have
peak load periods whether it’s a few times per
week, seasonally or whenever the government
releases funding for its contracts. But
regardless, at some point during the year there
will be a three-four month period of high
demand. How does your office and warehouse
work during those peak demand periods?
Is the electric demand on your wiring,

BUSINESS NEWS
especially during Winter months with the increased use of under desk space
heaters, causing circuits breakers to trip or brown-outs that slows down your
equipment or just cause some strange things happening? Are your vendor’s
trucks stacking up waiting to access the warehouse loading doors? How does
night, winter and inclement weather impact your operations? The additional
time it takes to perform ordinary functions can easily impact profitability.

Clear Height: If your product is going in and out the same day or within a
day or two, then 18’ to 24’ clear height is probably sufficient. However, if you
are considering diversifying your operations, storing product or accumulating
material prior to shipment while still working your day-to-day shipments,
then increased clear height could also increase flexibility and profitability.
Depending upon availability in the market place, the cost difference for higher
clear height may be slightly greater. For those three-four months of peak
demand and the ability to meet shifting customer demand, perhaps the overall
cost difference is irrelevant.
Building Systems: There are two building systems that are of strategic
importance to your operations. The first is the electric power, measured by the
voltage and amperage, allocated to the Premises (not just within the Building).
The second is the building’s sprinkler system classification.
The capacity of the electric service within the Premises can determine
whether or not upgrading office air-conditioning is an option or whether
a portion or all of the warehouse can be air-condition economically. When
moving into an older building keep in mind that older building with older
equipment are less efficient and result in higher electric bills for the tenants.
For offices requiring more than a single heating, ventilation and airconditioning (HVAC) zone, the electric capacity can also impact those utility
bills. Given a choice, 480-volt service is a more efficient power source when
operating HVAC equipment and manufacturing or production equipment.
The 480-volt service will also be beneficial for 277-volt office and warehouse
light fixtures and any warehouse equipment. Furthermore, the number of
electric outlets tied into a single circuit due to older building codes or the
addition of outlets throughout the years, can compound the brown-outs
referenced earlier.
Whether warehousing a product or bidding on a government contract
requiring product storage, the sprinkler system may become an important
consideration. Does the Early Suppression Fast Response (ESFR) sprinkler
system provide the flexibility needed for these contracts as well as future
business? Does your insurance company offer lower premiums due to higher
capacity sprinkler systems? Are you knowingly excluding these considerations
when choosing a facility? Having a real estate strategy is not only an
important part of any business plan but it should also be updated as both
your company economics and the commercial real estate market supply and
demand curve shift.
About the author: Barrett Industries Commercial Real Estate Division, Inc. is a tenant/
buyer site selector firm. Since 1994 its focus is on helping office and warehouse related businesses
around the major airports throughout the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast. The company is licensed
in Virginia, Maryland, Pennsylvania and North Carolina and has teaming partners in the major
cargo hub areas. For questions about strategic planning feel free to contact the Principal Broker,
Dale M. Hoxie, at (m) 703-395-1221 or (o) 703-435-3311. Barrett Industries Commercial Real
Estate Division, Inc. is located at 21351 Gentry Drive, Suite 260, Sterling, Virginia 20166-8514.
Website: www.barrett-industries.com.

Add a second language
and boost your career
Most Americans took a couple of years
worth of credits in a secondary language
class in high school or college, but
according to the Library of Economics
and Liberty as few as .7 percent, or less
than one student in 100,
actually achieved fluency.
But fluency in a
second language can be
profitable. According to
U.S. News, new members
to the workforce in
2014 could expect an
additional 10 to 15
percent pay increase
if they were fluent in
a second language.
Language fluency
can be essential for
businesses with a global
presence. As an example,
many American
firms outsource their
manufacturing to places like China in
order to maintain competitive prices.
Having people fluent in both English and
Chinese is essential up and down the
product and command chains.
According to Forbes, language skills
can help employees stay relevant in a
current position, switch jobs, or launch
a new career altogether. Today, for
maximum effectiveness, try MandarinChinese, German, and Spanish as good
picks for a second languages.
Although children learn new
languages most easily, adults can do
it as well through a process of formal
study, daily practice, and engaging in
immersion activities. For those looking
to dabble before making a big financial
commitment, there are many free online
resources and sophisticated smartphone
apps to get started..
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Finding top talent on small budgets

“One swallow does
not make a summer,
neither does one fine
day; similarly one
day or brief time
of happiness does
not make a person
entirely happy.”
Aristotle, “The
Nicomachean Ethics”

K

ey to any successful business is being staffed
with the field's top talent. Small business
owners understand this, but their small
budgets may limit their efforts. However,
there are steps that small business owners can
take to attract top tier talent, and be just as
competitive as their larger counterparts.

Your brand: Monster highlights building

a strong brand as key to attracting the best
talent. "For example, when describing your
company or writing job ads, avoid generic
language, such as 'lots of opportunity, great
place to work,'" Susan Strayer LaMotte,
founder of Exaqueo, told Monster. She added:
"You have to focus on what's yours – what
makes your company great that's different
from everyone else."

Local help: Your local chamber of

commerce is a good start for listing your job
opening. They may list your opportunity in
their periodic communications, like emails
and newsletters, to members. They may be
willing to list it for free. Also, if you are a
member of any professional organizations,
reach out to them. These groups often have
the best access to top talent that could be great
fits for your business.

Sell your strengths: Considering many
top-talented workers are drawn to large,
established companies, you must make sure
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you stress any standouts for your business.
For example, if you have a patent on a product
you sell, which shows it’s unique to just your
business, point that out.

Logistics: Many top-level professionals
have become accustomed to being able to
telecommute. While this option may give
you pause if you want to keep tabs on your
new employee, you should consider it.
Telecommuting continues to be one of the
things workers rank high on their list of
desired perks.

BUSINESS NEWS

Looking for the 'hockey stick'
on your growth chart

Virtual Assistant
software aims for a
smoother workflow

E

ntrepreneurs and investors talk about
hoping to see a hockey stick (period of
great growth) on a sales chart. The big
uptick is hard to get, but these pointers
could help.

Smartphone helpers like Siri and
Cortana have already streamlined
travel, appointments, news and other
information. Now virtual assistant
software aims to do even more.

• L isten first. Try to get the customer
talking about what is wanted, needed and
problems involved. Then you can focus on
what you can do to help.
•K
 now the answers to such questions
as, "What I don't understand is . . ." and
"How do you know that . . ."
•R
 ealize that even the best product
doesn't sell itself. The salesperson has to
develop the desire to buy. Be prepared to
overcome obstacles.
• Tell the price up front so the prospective buyer knows what it is.
After that you can describe the product's value, which is what they want and
really interests them.
• S tudy up before going to a negotiating table. Have the best research.
Remember the consistency principle, which refers to your need to appear
reasonable. In their bargaining manual, "Getting to Yes," Roger Fisher and
William Ury say not to view the other negotiator as an adversary. Focus on
the merits of the case and ways to achieve reciprocity, a win-win agreement.
• Have faith in your negotiating skill. Don't underestimate the importance of
your experience.
In "Bargaining for Advantage," author G. Richard Shell says that, in addition
to bargaining at a sale, you have plenty of other negotiating experience. You
negotiate every day with your spouse, your co-workers, and even with fellow
passengers on the train. Practice.

Facebook maps can help first responders

Facebook spends a lot of time and effort trying to determine where its
users are located, and it looks like their pursuit could lead to relief for
victims of natural disasters. According to TechCrunch, Facebook will be
providing three different sources of information to groups like UNICEF,
the Red Cross and the World Food Program to help them provide aid
where it is needed more easily. There will be location density maps which
roughly show where people are becoming more or less concentrated after
a disaster. Movement and Safety Check maps will show how and where
people are moving and when they have reached a place they feel safe,
respectively. Although there are a few possible privacy concerns with
the technology, it is clear that anything capable of saving lives should be
considered necessary.

The latest software
packages can sort
through email or
schedule recurring tasks,
such as sending reports.
Some can remind you to
buy office supplies when
you are driving near
the office store. Others
can communicate with
staffers and set up
appointments for lunch
or meetings.The software
aims to replace assistants
in the workplace and save
time. Office productivity
package Slack includes
an artificial intelligence
software named Howdy.
The program can collect
and organize answers to an email question
sent to many others. This ability can come
in handy if a manager has to request the
same report every month from staffers.
Google Now uses location tracking
to provide reminders. Tell Google Now
you have to pick up milk. When you get
near a grocery store, Google Now will
remind you. Another handy software is
Amy and Andrew, meeting schedulers.
When you sign up for the service, you
can copy Amy or Andrew (your choice
of personality) on the email. Amy and
Andrew will then negotiate times,
taking into account your schedule and
preferences, according to the Small
Business Journal.
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Everyday investors make index funds cheaper

“What can be added
to the happiness of
a person who is in
health, out of debt
and has a clear
conscience?”
Adam Smith,
Scottish philosopher
and political
economist

T

he ordinary investor doesn't consider fees
when weighing mutual and index funds.
This is a problem because, as NerdWallet
explains, these charges can dig deeply into
your returns over the course of your lifetime.
The most egregious of these fees, the
expense ratio or investment fee, is charged by
all funds and it is measured as a percentage of
the total investment in the fund. For instance,
an index fund with a one percent expense
ratio is up six percent at the end of the year.
They take out their fee and leave the investor
with the five percent leftover return as their
profit. Due to the way returns compound over
time, the difference could add up to hundreds
of thousands of dollars for even modest
investors.
Typically, funds with the highest fees are
those that are "actively managed" and attempt
to beat the market and can sometimes offer
a better return even with their fees. More
often than not, however, they fail to live up to
expectations.
Fortunately, more and more people have
figured out that fees are a significant threat to
their returns. USA Today reports that people
are beginning to take their money out of
expensive mutual funds and move it into less
expensive index funds. By speaking with their
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wallets, consumers have forced the industry
to take a good look at how much they are
charging in fees, and many are adjusting
downward just to stay competitive.
In 2016, $63 of every $10,000 invested in
stock mutual funds actually went towards
fees. That figure was down from $67 in 2015
and $104 just two decades ago. This shows an
apparent drop in fees over the years as more
financial players enter the market and help to
provide more options for consumers.
With more options, most people tend to
go with the cheapest option, everything else
being equal. Although companies must charge
some amount of money to profit from their
services, modern technology means that they
are able to do so with much less overhead. All
of this is a win for the average investor..

Wearables become standard

Employers are increasingly advocating
wearable fitness devices for employees,
according to the Electronic Frontier
Foundation. The devices have been
shown to improve health by feeding fitness
information to the wearer. However, the
issue is how companies use the data, if at
all, to evaluate employees.

YOUR FINANCES

Ready to sell? Step up with these
six first steps

MONEYWISE

I

Clients who don't listen to their
financial planners

f you are ready for the adventure of
selling your home and starting a new
chapter in your life, congratulations!
It's going to be great. And some work.
But still great.
Here are the first six steps you can
take to get your home ready for sale.

1. Pack up, pick up:
Pack up pictures, knick-knacks,
books, files, decorations, out-ofseason clothing, old purses, and
sports equipment. That includes
extra sets of anything, including
dishes, pans, vases, glasses, lamps,
supplies and linens. Sell, store, or
trash. You might even love this
minimalist living.

2. Clean. And clean again.
Nothing sells like a clean house. That means corners, drawers, cabinets, and
all fixtures. Detail!

3. Fix up. Inspect, paint and replace as needed: floors, walls, baseboards,

molding, light fixtures. Don't forget the landscape. Clean and tidy. At this
point, you might wonder about professional staging. You've seen it on TV:
An earnest home stager backs up a moving truck filled with fine furniture
and clever decor and suddenly the house is remade. People ooh and aah at
the pretty picture it makes. This is true. According to the Real Estate Staging
Association, professionally staged homes sell five to six times faster. Real
Estate agents have heard plenty of skepticism about this from buyers who
already are overworked getting their homes ready for sale. You might think
your decor will already make people say ooh and aah but experience says
no. Your listing will bring people from outside your social circle who may
not see home design your way. Neutral colors and fabrics help sell a home.

4. Plan to open your house to visitors.
Be ready to show your house. That means packing up the kids and pets
when it is time. Make that plan early.

5. Get an inspection and spill your secrets.
Get an inspection before you put your home on the market to uncover
problems. You might have to fix some things, but it's better than stalling
your home sale. Be prepared with a list of things about the house that the
inspection might miss, but you know of. For example, that crack in the
cement deck that is covered with the lovely plant platform. List it.

6. Hire a full-service real estate agent.
You have enough to do without trying to suddenly learn another profession.
Experience pays in home sale price.

According to USA Today, there is
a startling phenomenon among the
financial planning community: their
clients simply don't heed the advice
they are paying to receive. A financial
planner's role is to learn about the goals
of their clients, consider all factors such
as income and debts, and then formulate
a plan to help the client reach those
goals within a particular time frame.
Although the advice is in their best
interest, the client is unfortunately not
obligated to actually do what they say.
Investment Advisor clients can focus on
anecdotes like "my father always swore
by muni bonds." This feels truer to
people than statistical evidence. People
also confirm their own beliefs when they
do research on investments. So, if they
are interested in those municipal bonds,
then information about them will be
noticed more readily because they are, in
a sense, already looking for it.

New cars are not an investment

Many Americans might consider
buying a new car as an investment.
After all, it is an expensive piece of
machinery that they will presumably
have for many years and it can be sold
or traded-in down the road for another
new car. According to Forbes, buying a
new car is one of the worst things to do
when considered from the perspective of
return on your money. As an example,
a brand-new $25,000 car will lose about
10 percent of that value ($2,500) in the
first year alone. The majority of the car's
depreciation, in fact, will occur within
the first five years of ownership. If that
car is financed because of the high price
tag, add on another $3,100 in finance
charges to that lost depreciation, and it
is easy to see how much value is lost by
purchasing the car new.
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S TAY I N G W E L L

Exercise helps lower back pain, experts say

“I’ve seen a look in
dogs’ eyes, a quickly
vanishing look of
amazed contempt,
and I am convinced
that basically dogs
think humans are
nuts.”
John Steinbeck,
author: Pulitzer
Prize-winning “The
Grapes of Wrath”

M

there is much less chance of an injury. The best
part of these methods is that in many cases all
of these routines can be performed for free and
in the comfort of your home.

An estimated 90 percent of all chronic
pain sufferers are prescribed opioid pain
medications for treatment. Although they
may work as a treatment for a short period,
opioids don't work in the long-term and can
also cause a host of negative side effects.

According to popular fitness blog Greatist,
back-strengthening exercises, breathing, and
yoga all work to prevent the weaknesses that
can come from modern society's increasingly
sedentary lifestyle. Performing these
movements also helps the body to tolerate
more activity as it ages which can contribute to
longer lifespans with longer periods of health.

ost people suffer from lower back pain
at one point or another, but treating it
remains hit and miss. Research reported
by Reuters says that 80 percent of all people
will suffer from some sort of back pain during
their lives.

Exercise can help with pain.
The most important areas to target for
lower back pain are, perhaps unsurprisingly,
located near the lower back.These include the
back extensors, deep core stabilizers, glutes,
and abdominals. Secondary areas include
the upper leg muscles as they act as support
structures for the back.
According to Prevention Magazine, target
the back with the half lunge, stretching, basic
yoga like the child's pose, and strength training
movements like the squat. Using the squat as
an example, this exercise helps to stabilize and
strengthen the whole body and helps prepare
the body for actions that would typically cause
back pain like picking up a child or lifting a
heavy box. If the muscles are strong and secure,
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Mushrooms linked
with immunity

A study published in the online Journal
of the American College of Nutrition
shows a correlation between mushrooms
and immunity. The study suggested that
eating four ounces of cooked shitake
mushrooms daily for four weeks resulted
in better-functioning gamma delta
T-cells and fewer inflammatory proteins
in blood, both of which are signs of a
stronger immune system. Study leader
Susan S. Percival, says the findings apply
to all types of edible mushrooms, not just
the shitakes.

S TAY I N G W E L L

Children's vaccinations, essential
for their good health

Recommended vaccines

A

The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention recommends:

ugust is a time when health
professionals spread awareness about
the importance of vaccinations by
observing Children's Immunization
Month. According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, vaccines
are a necessary part of preventive medicine,
and it is the goal of modern medicine to
stop diseases before they start.

• T etanus, diphtheria and pertussis
(whooping cough): One dose Tdap for
those who have never
been immunized. A
booster shot of Td every
ten years.

As they explain, the body's natural
immune system is designed to react to
foreign invaders (called antigens) by
producing antibodies to fend them off. The
catch is that often the body cannot produce
these antibodies quickly enough the first time it encounters the disease and
that it why most people get sick. The second time around, however, the body
is ready for the disease-causing antigens and produces the antibodies quickly.
Vaccines contain the same antigens (or parts of them) that cause the real
disease, but they are either weakened or killed to the point that the body can
react to them without getting sick and be ready for it when encountered again.
Parents have become increasingly worried that the vaccines given to their
children are actually causing harm. According to Parenting Magazine, the
parents are often conflicted due to a lack of knowledge about the risks and
benefits associated with the shots. In recent decades, many vaccinations
would cause a mild form of a disease to appear, and they often contained a
couple of hundred more antigens per shot than the ones do today. This is
because methods of creating vaccines have become more refined and more
research has been focused on their safety.
As far as dangerous side effects and potential chemical toxicity concerns
go, experts point to the fact that there has simply been no clear correlation
between vaccines and long-term negative consequences. Most effects are
mild and temporary and include soreness, mild fevers, headaches, and
fatigue. As with any other medication, extreme side effects have occurred,
but it is still a rare event.

Exoskeleton offers mobility for kids

Engineers at the Spanish National Research Council are conducting
clinical trials of an exoskeleton for children. The 27-pound aluminum and
titanium device has been developed for use by children ages 3 to 14 who
suffer from spinal muscular atrophy. This neuromuscular disorder results
in muscle wasting, leaving the sufferer unable to walk. Children end up
bedridden for long periods of time. This, in turn, results in bone and lung
problems that can lead to death. The exoskeleton gets kids out of bed and
walking with motors and sensors designed to work with leg muscles.

• Human papillomavirus
(HPV): For girls, three
doses starting at age 12.
• Varicella (chicken pox):
Two doses, four weeks
apart.
• Herpes Zoster
(shingles): One dose for
those age 60 and over.
•M
 easles, mumps,
rubella: One or two
doses up to age 59, or
one dose after that age.
• I nfluenza: One dose
annually.
• Hepatitis A: Two doses
for men who have sex
with men, use injection
drugs or travel to countries that have a
high incidence of Hepatitis A.
• Hepatitis B: Three doses for people who
are not sexually monogamous or who
work in a health care facility and are
exposed to blood and body fluids.
• Meningococcal (meningitis): First-year
college students living in dormitories
and those who travel to countries where
the disease is endemic. Saudi Arabia
requires it for people traveling to Mecca
for the Hajj.
• Pneumonia: One or two doses up to age
65, one dose for those over 65.
Always discuss your immunization
needs in the light of your present health
condition when visiting your doctor.
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Avoid a medical emergency:
Heat and humidity add up to danger

“The highest reward
for a man’s toil is not
what he gets for it but
what he becomes by
it.”
John Ruskin, famous
author and art critic
born in London

E

mergency rooms see an increase in cases
of heat stroke and dehydration in July
and August. The American College of
Emergency Physicians gives this advice on
how to stay safe in hot weather:
•C
 heck the heat index before going out to
work, play or practice and plan accordingly.
•A
 void direct sunlight in the middle of the
day. Schedule activities for the early morning
or early evening hours.
•W
 ear loose, light-colored clothes and hats.
Dark colors absorb more heat.
•D
 rink lots of water or sports drinks; about
eight ounces an hour when in the sun in
order to avoid dehydration.
•T
 ake frequent breaks in the shade or in airconditioning to cool off.
Calculate the "apparent temperature"
before taking part in activities. According
to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration:
•A
 t 90 degrees and 50 percent humidity, it
feels like 96. At 70 percent humidity, it feels
like 106 degrees. Heat exhaustion is likely,
so take it easy. Heat exhaustion can include
cramps, heavy sweating, nausea, heart-rate
changes and dizziness. Get the victim out of
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the sun, remove excess clothing and place
cool towels on extremities. Fan and give
small sips of water.
•A
 t 95 degrees and 50 percent humidity,
it feels like 107 degrees. At 70 percent
humidity, it feels like 124 degrees. At that
temperature and at any higher temperature
or humidity, it is extremely dangerous to be
outside and heatstroke could occur.
• At 100 degrees, humidity ranging from
35 percent to 55 percent can cause heat
exhaustion. At 100 degrees, humidity of 60
percent or higher puts a person into heat
stroke territory.
Heatstroke is a medical emergency.
Symptoms include confusion, an altered
mental state, unconsciousness and hot, dry
skin. Call 911. Do not give fluids, which can
cause seizures.

Dog loyalty
A survey of 1,000 adults by Rover.com
shows that more than 40 percent of
Americans with significant others say it
would be harder to leave their dog than to
leave their partner.

S TAY I N G W E L L

Experts say: 'Lazy Eye' should
be corrected early

Health in the News

A

Wireless pacemakers
improve quality of life

common vision problem, so-called
lazy eye affects up to three percent of
the North American population. The
condition has multiple causes but, caught
early, can be successfully treated in six
months to two years.
Amblyopia, the medical term for lazy
eye, means reduced vision in an eye that
has not received adequate use during early
childhood, according to preventblindness.
org. The condition can result from
misalignment of a child's eye or a difference
in image quality between the two eyes. That
means that one eye typically focuses better
than the other. One eye becomes stronger as the other becomes weaker. If
untreated the weaker eye becomes functionally blind.
Because of this, it is essential to get lazy eye treated early. Treatments for the
condition vary depending on the cause, according to the Mayo Clinic. Muscle
imbalance can affect the position of the eyes, causing eyes to turn in or out
instead of tracking together. Surgery may be a solution in this case but often
eye patches are prescribed. Physicians may also recommend eye drops that blur
the vision in the strong eye, forcing the weaker one to work harder. Another
new system of treatment involves activities such as drawing, doing puzzles or
playing computer games.

When each eye has a dramatically different prescription, this can be corrected
with glasses or contact lenses. When the problem is a cloudy eye lens due
to cataract – or any obstruction that prevents clear vision – surgery is often
recommended. Some children need surgery to correct eyelid position. About 25
percent of children who are successfully treated for amblyopia will have a relapse.

'Fair Food' is easy to understand

Take anything you like, fry it, put it in a bun, then sprinkle powdered sugar
on it. With this combination, the possibilities are endless. Okay, it's not
something you eat every day but it's something you might try once. People
who would never eat a Snickers bar might try a fried version (5 ounces,
444 calories, 29 grams of fat.) People who deride cotton candy as simple
spun sugar (it is: 171 calories, 0 fat) might go for fried cheesecake. Don't
let the word cheese in there fool you. Six ounces of that delicacy equals
655 calories/47 grams fat the Minnesota State Fair sells 500,000 corn dogs
every fair and, at 200 calories, the corn dog should be on the diet menu.
The fabled funnel cake is at least 770 calories with a gargantuan fat load of
44 grams. At the Indiana State Fair some of the newer food includes deep
fried butter, a hamburger between Krispy Kreme donuts and chocolate
covered bacon.

Pacemakers have been an important
part of the medical scene for decades
and, according to Engadget, they could
be getting an overdue upgrade in the
near future. Traditional pacemakers are
implanted into a patient's chest with
wires leading from the battery-powered
device into the heart itself. Although
they are remarkably effective, patients
often require minor surgery at certain
points to replace wires and batteries
as they degrade and pose an increased
risk of infections and bleeding. A new
technology could allow the pacemaker
to be powered by microwaves sent to
the device from an external battery
pack. In this way, one or several
pacemakers can be implanted directly
into the heart and would likely last
much longer and cause fewer issues for
the patient. Having multiple devices
also means that patients with more
severe conditions will be eligible for
the procedure.

Should you work out while sick?
If you do get a cold, should you work
out anyway? Before deciding, evaluate
the illness. According to Men's Health
Magazine, if your symptoms are above
the neck, like a sore throat, congestion,
or sneezing, then it is okay to continue
working out or jump back in rather
quickly. For symptoms below the neck
like vomiting, diarrhea, coughing, and
nausea, it is probably best to stay home
for a while. System-wide symptoms like
fevers and body aches should also be
treated with rest. According to CNN,
more severe illnesses affect the body in
lots of ways and they are already putting
the body through a lot of stress. Adding
an intense workout on top of that stress
is likely to cause problems.
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New technology creates faceprints

“The ultimate
tragedy is not the
oppression and
cruelty by the bad
people but the
silence over that by
the good people.”
Martin Luther King, Jr.

J

ust as a fingerprint is considered accurate
identification, new facial recognition
technologies are now creating reliable
faceprints. According to Newsweek, facial
recognition technology can be extremely
useful in areas such as consumer services
and especially law enforcement. In the case
of crime prevention, for instance, airports
employ facial recognition with the intention
of identifying known suspects before they can
escape the country. Although the benefits of
catching criminals are clear, it is imperative
that the software can correctly identify a
person with a high degree of accuracy.
As a form of biometric identification,
facial recognition attempts to match features
of a person's face to a database. To do this,
the software scans through images to find
possible faces, and once it finds them, it can
reorient or resize the image to make it more
distinguishable. At this point, it can look at
unique features such as the space between
the eyes, shape and size of the nose and more
to create a faceprint that is unique just like a
fingerprint would be.
Although facial recognition is about 99.2
percent accurate under ideal circumstances,
some limitations can be abused by someone
that knows they are being filmed. Lighting, for
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instance, is critical for allowing the features
of the face to become apparent to a camera.
Dark sunglasses and certain types of makeup
can easily mask the identity. Nonetheless, the
technologies behind this identification process
are becoming more and more effective and it
is only a matter of time before it is perfected.

Picking criminal faces
from the minds of victims

Suppose a crime victim could take the
picture of a criminal directly out of memory
and give it to police. It may be possible.
According to Engadget it is an easy task for
the brain to record a face and it requires a
mere 200 neurons to do so. To determine
how the mind performed this feat, scientists
used monkeys to record which neurons
fired and which didn't when shown a set
of photos. They discovered the neurons
weren't responding to individual faces, but
rather each neuron was responsible for
recording a specific feature of every face it
saw. For instance, one neuron might fire for
a dimple on the left cheek or a hooked nose.
Using this data, the scientists were able to
recreate with what a face looked like simply
by observing how the neurons fired.

OF INTEREST

Totality: The Great American
Eclipse cometh

The Perseid shower:
See the lights in the sky

rom Oregon to South Carolina,
Americans will see the sight that has
left mankind trembling and astonished
as long as humans have walked the
earth. The Great American Total
Eclipse will be one for the record books
as totality junkies from across the globe
hurry to the best viewing destinations.

Not many of us will be privileged to
travel into space, but we can enjoy the
phenomenon of a meteor shower as it
crosses the nighttime sky. Meteoroids
are the debris flung from comets as
they orbit the sun.
Meteors are not
matter themselves.
They are the streak of
light produced by the
meteoroid as it reaches
incandescence.

F

On August 21, 2017, for the first time
in 99 years, the earth, moon, and stars
will line up perfectly in a total eclipse
that can be viewed in 14 states. Best
viewing is predicted to be in Oregon
where sunshine is predicted, especially
near Madras. Local time will be 10:21
am PDT and totality will last for about
two minutes and seven to eight seconds,
depending on where the viewer stands.
On the east coast, the eclipse will start a little after 1:00 p.m. and reach
totality just before 3:00 p.m. Further inland, viewers in Illinois and Kentucky
will experience 40 seconds more totality.
"A solar eclipse can only take place at the phase of new moon, when the
moon passes directly between the sun and Earth and its shadow falls upon
Earth’s surface," according to space.com.
The eclipse will be actively pursued by a sub-culture of totality followers
who travel to various parts of the world to experience the out-of-this world
phenomena many times during the year. Scientists will also be watching the
display and the shadow allows them to see solar flares.

How to view the upcoming eclipse

No, you can't look at the sun and watch the eclipse. No.

If you have ever held a small magnifying glass over dry grass, you know
what happens. The sun's rays become so focused that the grass catches fire.
That is what will happen to your eyes if you attempt to watch the eclipse.
Your retina will burn up. You won't know it until you can't see any more.

DO NOT LOOK AT THE SUN WITH THE NAKED EYE.
DO NOT look at the eclipse through binoculars or a telescope or a camera
lens. The same thing happens: Your retina burns up.

Do NOT use sunglasses, polaroid filters, smoked glass, exposed color film,
x-ray film, or photographic neutral-density filters.

What you can do is make a pinhole projector. There are many
instructions online for this. For ideas on how to view, go to www.
exploratorium.edu/eclipse/how-to-view-eclipse.

August brings a
special show that will
peak during the dark
hours of August 9 to
13 – the Perseids. The
Perseid meteor shower
is so named because
it appears to fall from
the constellation
Perseus that appears
in the northeast
sky in mid-August.
This shower, which
is produced by the
space crumbs of the
comet Swift-Tuttle, has been observed
for almost 2,000 years. The comet SwiftTuttle takes about 130 years to make one
trip around the sun.
The earliest recording of Perseid
activity comes from the Chinese who
documented the wonder in 36 AD. Some
have referred to the Perseids as the "tears
of St. Lawrence" since his feast day is
August 10.
The best way to enjoy the Perseids is to
leave the lights of the city and find a dark
spot in a park or any safe area that is in
the direction of the Perseus constellation.
Make sure oncoming headlights will not
ruin your night vision. Binoculars are not
needed; your eyesight will be enough.
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Buy happiness: New experiences count

“You know, the courts
may not be working
any more, but as
long as everyone is
videotaping everyone
else, justice will be
done.”
Marge Simpson,
The Simpsons

Y

ou won't find happiness at the mall in
the form of a huge new TV or in the
department store in the form of new
clothes or a fancy coffee pot. They will not
increase your overall happiness. Spending
money on experiences maximizes happiness,
says Michael Norton, an associate professor
at Harvard Business School and co-author
of "Happy Money: The Science of Smarter
Spending."
According to research published in Health
magazine, people who spent money on
concert tickets or simply a planned dinner out
were happier than those who spent money
on tangible goods. One reason: they get more
pleasure from social bonding.
The pleasure begins as you anticipate the
event, which can be as valuable as the event
itself. Afterward, recalling it will continue to
give you pleasure in the following weeks or
months. Even if the event doesn't turn out
to be as nice as you thought it would, it still
counts. People tend to remember things as
better than they actually were.

More tips from Dr. Norton
• Don't worry about self-improvement.
Take pleasure in what's already good about
yourself. At the University of Zurich, they
say identifying your strong suits is better.
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Think about your top five strengths in your
relationships at the office and in your home,
and you will experience more happiness.
• Enjoy the pleasure of giving. Giving to
charities will make you feel good about
yourself, but Dr. Norton's research finds that
doing things for people you know makes
you happiest. You'll love the joy rush from
the positive feedback.
• Fake it until you feel it. Just smiling can
cheer you up.

Microwave cooking can
preserve nutrients

In case you wonder whether microwave
cooking destroys nutrients in the food,
doctors at Duke University have the
answer for you. Actually, food cooked
in a microwave oven may keep more
of its vitamins and minerals because
microwaves cook faster and without
added water or fat. They cause water
molecules to vibrate, producing heat
that cooks the food. What you should be
cautious about are the containers you use
in the microwave. Some plastics can melt
and may contain chemicals that leach
into the food.

OF INTEREST

Are you allergic? Ragweed brings
cold-like symptoms

A

s many as 20 percent of North Americans
are allergic to ragweed pollen, according
to the American Academy of Allergy,
Asthma & Immunology. The pollen
circulates from mid-August until the first
frost comes in late fall. If you are among those
who are sensitive to it, you will probably start
experiencing symptoms that resemble a cold:
Runny nose, congestion, itchy eyes.
If you know ragweed is a problem, start
taking an allergy medication on or before
the 15th. Antihistamines in particular take
several days to reach full effectiveness. Take
the medication every day. Ragweed pollen
can be carried by wind currents for many
miles. Though there may be none in your
yard or neighboring yards, it's still out there.
One plant can put out up to one billion grains
of pollen.
• Non-drowsy over-the-counter antihistamine/decongestants (tablets, caplets,
or liquid) include Claritin, Zyrtec and Tavist. Allegra is available only by
prescription. They treat nose and eye problems, sneezing, hives and congestion.
• Corticosteroids, such as Prednisone, are used to treat severe symptoms
caused by all types of allergic reactions. They come in tablets, nasal sprays
and inhalers such as Azmacort, Flovent and Pulmacort. They are usually
prescribed for only short periods of time because of the serious side effects of
long-term use.
In the future, allergy serums may be available that will eliminate the need
for most other allergy medications. The Food and Drug Administration
is working to standardize biological extracts to test and treat patients with
allergies. The extracts are made from natural sources, such as pollens, animals
and foods that trigger allergic reactions.

ADHD teens and car accidents

Teens with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) are more
likely to have a car accident, according to a new study. According to
Allison Curry, director of epidemiology and biostatistics at the Center for
Injury Research and Prevention at Children's Hospital of Philadelphia,
ADHD teens are less likely to get a license after they become eligible and
more likely to have an accident. Curry's study compared New Jersey health
records to car accidents. Of the 2,500 teens with ADHD, nearly 43 percent
had a car crash. About 36 percent of teens without ADHD had a crash,
the study found. Only 12 percent of ADHD teens had been prescribed
medication in the month before driving. The study was reported in the
journal JAMA Pediatrics.

Weekend partying
leaves people with
'social jet lag'

If you want to feel well and healthy
every day, a consistent sleep-wake
schedule is the key. Most people
maintain that schedule during the week,
but weekends can seriously disrupt that
schedule and cause feelings of fatigue,
bad moods, and unwellness.
Partying all night
on the weekends,
for example, leaves
people with a feeling
similar to jet lag. Over
time, these episodes
of social jet lag can
cause health problems
including heart
disease, depression
and insomnia, a new
study found.
Researchers at the
University of Arizona
found that for every
one hour that sleep
time is changed,
people described their
health as worse. So
people reported poor
or fair health instead
of excellent health. They also reported
bad moods and more fatigue.
Acknowledging that it is unrealistic to
expect people to never have a late night,
researchers advised people to minimize
artificial light when they arrive home.
Don't turn on the television, computer,
or phone. Instead, keep light low and go
to bed.
The findings were presented at the
annual meeting of the Associated
Professional Sleep Societies in Boston.
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Experience the healing benefits of nature

“There are no secrets
to success. It is the
result of preparation,
hard work, and
learning from
failure.”
Colin Powell

A

family medicine professor has identified
four main benefits of being surrounded by
nature. Sara L. Warber of the University
of Michigan has studied the benefits humans
experience when they get out in nature.

Physical: People tend to be more active when

out and about, Warber says. When people
repeatedly go out for walks or just enjoy the
outside, they tend to move more, conferring
benefits on the immune and endocrine
systems. Blood pressure can also improve.

Mental: Thinking improves when people

experience nature. They begin to have a sense
of well-being, less stress, and less depression.
They might also recover more quickly from
stress. Group walks are especially helpful.

Emotional: People in parks, camp settings, or

group activity, like bird watching, experience
more positive emotions.

Spiritual: Spending time in nature gives adults
a sense of transcendence, serenity and
tranquility. Warber studied park users in the
United Kingdom and found that the most
people reported feeling relaxed.

Writer Michael Grothaus tried his own
experiment to discover if his city spirit
could be calmed by parks. Turned out it
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was. He wrote in Fast Company that after
dedicating no less than one hour in nature, he
immediately felt less stressed. It was as if the
parks acted like a cocoon, sheltering him from
city noises and his own racing thoughts.
After two weeks, he found his overall
mood improved. By the third week, he felt
more creative. On the fourth week, he was
surprised and excited to realize his memory
improved and he no longer needed to write
out a list of tasks.
Warber said everyone could benefit from an
hour of nature immersion each day.

Mood and happy memories

Can a picture or memory of a happy event
change your mood? Researchers think that
is possible. University of MassachusettsAmherst researchers found that people
with good memory for details recovered
more completely after seeing negative
films and photos. According to the Journal
of Experimental Aging Research, new
research will focus on whether memory
impairment in older adults might be
associated with incomplete recovery from
emotional experiences.

OF INTEREST

The little-known danger of
lawn mower fires

INTERESTING TIDBITS
Smile! (or wave!)
You are on candid camera

T

he hum of lawn mowers ring
through the country in summertime.
Homeowners rarely consider this task
dangerous, but the fact is mowers can
and do cause fires. A lawn mower was
responsible for a 2015 wildfire in Oregon
that cost millions to fight. The fire
raged through more than 26,000 acres,
threatening 158 homes.
Every summer, mowers are responsible
for devastating house fires, according
to the Consumer Product Safety
Commission. In 2013, a Virginia
homeowner parked a hot mower under a
wooden deck. The heat from the mower
sparked a fire that rapidly consumed the house.

Fire in lawn mowers is not a commonly acknowledged problem.
Any lawn mower, electric or gas, can catch fire. As with any powerful tool,
many things can go wrong. Nearly every mower brand has had a recall due
to fire potential. In 2011, John Deere recalled mowers after cooling fans
failed, causing a reported 83 fires. Toro recalled its zero-turn mowers in
2013 after an idler pulley rubbing against the fuel tank posed a fire hazard.
Craftsman mowers were recalled because of fuel line connections, according
to classaction.org.
Fuel hazards are one of the leading causes of fire in gas-powered lawn
mowers. Fuel leaking onto the motor can cause a fire. Fuel vapors around a hot
muffler also cause fires. According to Underwriters Laboratory, the exhaust of
a mower is 240 degrees and the engine can heat to 200 degrees. A gas cap leak
or sloppy fueling can easily spark a fire.

Experts recommend that you fill a mower only when it is cool.
Gas-powered mowers are not the only types responsible for fire. According
to the Consumer Product Safety Commission, this year an electric mower by
HongKong Sun Rise Trading, was recalled when it was discovered that a short
in the circuit board could cause a fire.
Another common cause of fire has nothing to do with the machine itself and
everything to do with how it is used. Mowers frequently cause brush fires when
tall, dry grass becomes stuck in the mower deck. This grass can get packed
into the blazing hot muffler and catch fire. Not only does it burn the machine,
but usually sets off a grass or field fire. This could have been the cause of the
Oregon wildfire of 2015.
Rock strikes cause fires when the mower's metal blades, traveling 200
mph at the tip, hit even a tiny rock, causing a spark and igniting dried grass.
Fire experts recommend homeowners wet down dried grass or brush before
mowing. An even better idea is to not mow at all in hot, dry, windy weather.

It may sound creepy, but it's a fact of
modern life. Every person in a city is
photographed an estimated 75 times a
day by surveillance cameras.
When you walk out of your house,
home security cameras may snap you.
When you stop for gas or a toll booth,
there are two more images. When you go
to a coffee shop before work, then park
in a garage, enter the lobby of your work,
take an elevator, that's three more. When
you go to the bank, pharmacy, restaurant,
convenience store, tally up four more.
And that doesn't include other errands!
With 210 million surveillance cameras
worldwide, why not say hello? August
16 is the day to show off in front of the
watchers since it is International Wave
at Surveillance Day. Of course, some
passersby may think it's weird that you
are walking around waving, but the
snoops will know and that's what counts.

Rhyme crime spree

Bad poetry thrives and it's not just your
sentimental aunt that commits rhyme
crimes; Performing artists do too. The
Turtles weren't the first or the last to
commit rhyme crime with their 1967 hit
"Happy Together" and its non-sequitur
phrase: So happy together; And how is
the weather?
In 2006, you had to feel for Madonna
whose "I Love New York" forced this
rhyme: I don't like cities, but I like New
York; Other places make me feel like a
dork. Ariana Grande's 2014 song "Break
Free," attempted to rhyme heart with
are in a grammar catastrophe. As in: . . .
never at the hands of a broken heart . . .
now that I've become who I really are.
With this in mind, August 18 brings
you Bad Poetry Day when even you can
write lines like this. When finished, send
them to your high school English teacher.
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SENIOR LIVING

Not just Florida:
Consider the world for retirement

“If you can’t feed
a team with two
pizzas, it’s too large.”
Jeff Bezos,
Amazon founder

L

iving in North America offers access to an
unprecedented standard of living, stable
employment, safety, and entertainment.
But it comes at a high cost. What if you could
retire in style at a fraction of the cost? Enter
geo-arbitrage which means taking advantage
of the cost of living in different locations.

“options exist outside of the traditional
method of working until the age of 65”
To make retiring early feasible for the
average individual, Business Insider points
out that American dollars can buy a lot more
in other countries than they can at home. As
an example, most retirement calculators are
based on about $40,000 per year in annual
retirement income to compute their savings
goals. This assumes that the person is using
the standard four percent withdrawal rate
from their retirement savings. To manage
that number, a person would need $1 million
in the bank to retire. This amount of money
will require diligent saving and strong market
performance to achieve.
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Conversely, an individual might only need
about $12,000 per year to live comfortably
in a place like Guatemala. This means that
they could retire with the same standard
of living while only having $300,000. This
could literally shave more than a decade off
of a person's working life. Sure, the standard
might not be an exact apple-to-apple
comparison, but many resources are available
online that help to provide direction and
information for would-be expatriates. Many
from these groups are already living abroad
and have helped pave the way for this trend
to flourish.
Now, this type of lifestyle change might not
be feasible for everyone, especially families
with children still in school, but options exist
outside of the traditional method of working
until the age of 65. It would pay to take
notes anytime someone is traveling abroad
on how they might like to spend the rest
of their lives in that location. For someone
up for adventure and yearning for financial
freedom, geo-arbitrage might just be their
golden ticket.

SENIOR LIVING

Loneliness is now seen as
a warning system

Drivers of all ages can
increase their comfort
and their safety

F

or years, scientists thought
loneliness was a feeling with no
redeeming value, but today they
are changing their opinions about
this. During the last three decades,
University of Chicago neuroscience
researcher John Cacioppo has found
that the feeling of isolation and
rejection called loneliness is a sort of
evolutionary warning sign. People feel
loneliness when their relationships
must be repaired or replaced.
In studies of people ages 50 to 68,
Cacioppo has found that loneliness
increases self-centeredness. He
speculates that this is because humans
depend on others for mutual aid and
protection. When other people are not around, then people focus intensely
on themselves. It is a way of surviving in the absence of community and is
probably an evolutionary adaptation.
Lonely people tend to become more defensive and less pleasant to be
around, which reinforces loneliness, he says. Just as physical pain alerts us to
damage to the body, loneliness alerts us to damaged social relationships.
The toll of loneliness can also be physical, Cacioppo has found, and can
increase the chances of premature death by 14 percent. In fact, loneliness has
been shown to have twice the impact on early death that obesity does.
With this in mind, Cacioppo cautions retirees to think twice before moving
to Florida for the warm climate, if it means they will find themselves around
strangers and disconnected from people they know.
Cacioppo's research found three core dimensions to feeling connected and
not lonely:
• Face-to-face contacts that are rewarding.
• Feeling that you are part of a group.
• Knowing someone who affirms who you are.

High-priced meds hit pocketbooks

Expensive medicines are increasingly hitting seniors and other beneficiaries
of Medicare’s prescription drug program, known as Part D, according to a
Wall Street Journal study. In 2015, the median out-of-pocket cost for a drug
purchased through Part D was $117. That was up nearly half from $79 in
2011. Some 220 Part D drugs had annual out-of-pocket costs of $1,000 or
more in 2015, up 86 percent from 118 drugs in 2011. Drug prices rose 14
percent per year overall from 2011 to 2015, the study found.

All vehicle drivers should check this
advice from the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration. Older
drivers particularly should check it out.
•V
 isibility: Be sure your seat is
adjusted correctly. Drivers should
be able to see at least 10 feet in front
of the vehicle. Headlights should be
aimed at the roadway. A mechanic
can determine if they are aimed and
aligned right.
• Vision: Check with an
ophthalmologist to be sure your
eyeglasses are correct.If your night
vision is less than it once was, drive
only during the day. Arrange your
activities so you are not caught
outside in the dark. You still have
your independence, but remember:
safety first.
• E ase of entry: When you are having
trouble getting in and out of a car
with low seats, consider buying a
minivan or SUV, which have higher
seats. People of all ages should
consider this.
• E ase of driving: Almost all cars have
power steering today, which takes
much less strength to guide the car.
An automatic transmission is easier
to drive than a stick shift, even if
the stick shift is thought to be more
sporty. Many people feel that small
cars are easier to drive. If your big
car no longer seems comfortable, a
smaller car might be right for you.
• Check your medications: Today, the
average person takes several, some
of which can produce drowsiness,
dizziness or nervousness. If you
think a medication has one of
these effects, ask your doctor for an
alternative medicine.
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